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EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Applying theory to the real world

J

ANESH Nathan, who completed his
A Levels at Sunway College, said his
time at the college has given him
the chance to become more mature.
" I am able to comprehend complex
problems through a systematic
thought process, w^hich was inculcated
into the programme. The friends and
teachers I met during my A Levels will
always be an important part of my life,
even though we have taken on different paths in life"
A recipient of the Camuda Scholarship Award 2015, Janesh is in his first
year of his three-year Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting) at Monash University Malaysia.
"The most interesting part of the
programme is that the exam is structured in such a way that students have
to understand the theory of the subject
matter and apply it to real-world situations.
"This requires students to search for
additional information beyond A-level
books to obtain an understanding to
apply them to problems."
"The programme is fantastic. It does
not try to make sure you complete the
programme, but provides you with a
strong foundation that will be advantageous in future undertakings.
"Also, Sunway College has lecturers
who make sure their students are well

equipped to handle examinations and
succeed in the future."
He said economics was his favourite
subject. "I was always fascinated with
the world's financial markets and the
capital markets. Cherilyn Low, my economics lecturer and also my mentor
during A levels, encouraged me to pursue my dreams and provided support
when I required help with economics
after classes.
"Till today when I encounter a tough
problem at my university Economics
unit, she is always willing to help me."
He was president of the A-Level Student Council.
"As president, I was able to draw
upon the skills and talents of the Student Council members.
"It was interesting to see how a
group of individuals from various backgrounds worked together with guidance and leadership to perform tasks
and outperform their expectations.
"The best part of being president was
being able to work with an outstanding
student council. We organised some of
the biggest events in the A-level programme, one of them being the Halloween Haunted Maze.
"I will cherish the memories of our
teamwork and great times shared with
my council peers as they made my
experience a memorable one. I could

Janesh Nathan receiving his award from Raja Datuk Seri Eleena Sultan Azlan Shah, who is on the board
of directors ofGamuda. She is the fourth daughter of former Sultan ofPerak Sultan Azlan Shah.
never have been a successful president
if not for the support of the team.
"My time at Sunway College provided
me the opportunity to explore my leadership and teamworking skills through
active involvement in extra-curricular
aaivities."

The A Levels at Sunway College are
not just about learning through textbooks and in the classroom.
Students are encouraged to participate in activities where they explore
and learn communication and teamwork.

The Cambridge CCE A-Level Programme is one of the pre-university
programmes at Sunway College.
For details, call 03-74918622,
email inf6@)sunway.edu.my or visit
littp://sunway.edu.iny/college/preu
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